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We consider the problem of computing the median of a bag of 2n numbers by using 
communicating processes, each having some of the numbers in its local memory. The 
memories are assumed to be disjoint. For two processes an algorithm is given. Its time and 
space complexity is linear while the communication complexity is 2 log, n. A lower bound of 
log, n on the communication complexity is derived. Thus the algorithm is optimal up to a 
constant. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Finding the median of a bag (a set which may have repeated elements) of numbers 
is a problem that has attracted many researchers. Blum et al. [ 1] developed the first 
linear algorithm to find the median. Schiinhage et al. [6] developed another algorithm 
which performs fewer comparisons on the worst case. In both algorithms the given 
numbers are assumed to reside in the memory of a single processor. When having 
more numbers than the size of the memory one can either look for an algorithm 
which uses auxiliary memory or distribute the numbers among several 
communicating processors. In the sequel we concentrate on the problem of designing 
an efficient distributive algorithm to compute the median of a given bag of numbers. 
The simplest case is when two identical communicating processors are available and 
each one of them has half of the numbers in its possession. 
Let U be a given bag of numbers and let ] U] denote its cardinality. Given a bag U, 
the non-decreasing ordering of the elements of U is denoted by U. If ( U] = 2n for 
some integer n then median l(U) and median 2(U) are the rrth and n + 1st elements of 
U. If ] U] = 2n + 1 then the median of U is denoted by both median l(U) and 
median 2(U). Notice that median l(U) and median 2(U) are elements of U. 
A median of a bag U induces a partition of the elements of U into two sub-bags. If 
the elements of U are distinct then the two sub-bags have about the same size. If there 
are repeated elements then some additional mechanism may be employed in order to 
obtain a partitioning of U into sub-bags of about equal size. Consider the case of 
having a bag U partitioned into two sub-bags A and B such that ],A ] = 1 B I= n and 
assume that A is stored in the memory of one processor and B is stored in the 
memory of the other. In addition, assume that the memories are disjoint (no sharing 
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of memory is allowed). An importat property of the median is that it induces a 
partition of the given bag. 
It could be advantageous to preserve this property also in the distributive case. 
Assume that the distributive median ,u of A and B has been defined somehow, and 
assume for a moment that all the elements of U are distinct. Then it is required that p 
will induce a partitioning of A and B into A 1, A 2 and B 1, B 2, respectively, such that 
Using 
we get 
(Al(=(B2( and IB11=lA2). 
For every al E A 1, a2 E A 2, bl E B 1, 62 E B2, the relationships between A 1, A 2, 
B 1, B2 may be expressed by: 
a 1, bl < a2, b2. 
Choosing the distributive median p to be an element of U leads to a nonsymmetric 
definition since p may belong either to A or to B but in general will not belong to 
both. Noticing that ( UI is even one could consider using median l(U) and 
median2(U) as distributive medians. Still it may happen that both of them belong to 
A (or B) and no symmetry is gained. 
The above discussion leads to the following definition: A distributive median of the 
pair (A, B), where JA 1 = IB( = n, is a number m such that: 
(i) O,<m<n. 
(ii) Let A 1 contain the m smallest elements of A, A2 the n - m largest 
elements of A, B I the n - m smallest elements of B and B2 the m largest elements of 
B.ThenforeveryalEAl,a2~A2,blEBl andb2EB2, 
a 1, b 1 < a2, b2. 
Notice that A and B may have more than one distributive median. For U = A U B, 
where A = (3, 1, 3, IO) and B = (8,4,2,3), the median is either 2 or 3. For m = 3 we 
have Al =(1,3,3), A2=(10), Bl =(2), B2=(3,4,8). 
The definition of the distributive median is symmetric and it directly induces a 
partition of A and B (into A 1, A 2 and B 1, B2 respectively). It further has the 
advantage that once the distributive median is known to both processes, each one of 
them is able to perform the partition by itself without consulting the other process. 
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2. A DISTRIBUTIVE ALGORITHM FOR COMPUTING THE DISTRIBUTIVE MEDIAN 
The proposed algorithm consists of two communicating processes, PA and P, 
having A and B, respectively, in their local memory. In every step, q4 communicates 
with Ps and as a result of the information gained by this communication P,4 decides 
that certain elements of A necessarily belong to A 1 or to A2 (which are initially 
considered empty), thereby reducing the cardinality of A and increasing either that of 
A 1 or that of A2. When all the elements of A are exhausted P,d terminates. The 
structure of P, is similar. 
To be more specific, P, receives by communication an element of B from P,. 
Knowing that this element is median 2(B) it compares it to median l(A). If 
median l(A) < median2(B) then the ceiling(n/2) (hereafter denoted by [n/21) smallest 
elements of A may be added to A 1. These elements are not larger than at least n 
elements of A U B (the union here preserves repetitions): the largest floor(n/2) 
(hereafter denoted by [n/2J) 1 e ements of A and the largest [n/2] elements of B. If 
median 1 (A) > median 2(B) then the largest 1 + In/2 J elements of A may be added to 
A 2 (by an argument similar to that above). The case of equality is even simpler, In 
any of the above possibilities, the variable m (initially 0) keeps track of the 
cardinality of A 1. PB is dual to P, and is very similar to it (median 2(B) replaces 
median l(A) etc.). 
3. THE COMPLEXITY OF FINDING THE DISTRIBUTIVE MEDIAN 
The algorithm utilizes three types of resources: time, space and communications. 
The communication complexity must be considered separately since communication 
cost is in general incomparable to time or space. 
3.1. Time and Space Complexity 
Let A’ and B’ be the bags from which PA and PB choose medians during the ith 
phase. First observe that updating A’ and B’ in order to obtain A’+’ and Bit’ 
requires partitioning rather than sorting. Using one of the linear algorithms to 
compute the median [ 1,6], the ith iteration of P, and P, takes c . (A’-’ ( time for 
some constant c independent of i. Since (A’-’ ] > 2 \A’( the total time required by P, 
(and PB) is O((A ]) and therefore the algorithm is linear in the size of A. It must be 
noticed that the time required by PA is about equal to the time required to find the 
median of A and B by a nondistributive algorithm. Therefore no saving in the 
finishing time (the time it takes for all processes to finish their computations) is 
observed although P, and Ps operate concurrently. The space requirements of the 
algorithm are linear as well. 
3.2. Communication Complexity 
In each iteration PA exchanges one element with PB. As a result the size of the 
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problem is reduced by at least a factor of 2. Therefore the number of exchanges is 
bounded by log, n. If only sending elements is counted then there are 2 log, n 
communications. 
Below we prove that log, n is a lower bound on the number of communications. To 
this end consider the following special case in which PB knows the distributive 
median in advance but PA does not. Assume that A consists only of elements equal to 
1, and that B contains m elements equal to 2 and n - m elements equal to 0. The 
distributive median is obviously m. The only remaining problem is to let PA know 
that the answer is m. The value of m may be any number in the range 0 to n. 
Therefore, at least log, n characters (0 or 2) must be sent, leading to a log, n lower 
bound on the communication complexity. 
If Ps knows the value m but there are many distinct elements in B then it can first 
send some of its elements to PA and then use them as an alphabet to transmit m. The 
number of communications is then reduced to at most 2 . 1, where 1 is a solution of 
n = 1’. Notice that 1= o(log, n). 
This proof uses the constraints which we have imposed on the communication, 
namely, that only elements of A may be sent to Pa and similarly for PB. However, as 
pointed out by Pippenger [4] a somewhat stronger result can be proven: Any 
algorithm for determining the median or the distributed median of 2n elements, which 
are initially partitioned into two bags A and B of equal sizes, must perform at least 
log, n comparisons between disjoint pairs of elements (each pair containing one 
element from A and one from B) even if comparisons between two elements from A 
or two elements from B are allowed for free. This can be shown by using an 
adversary argument of the type used by Pratt and Yao [S 1: Suppose that an element 
a E A is compared to the elements of B. If a < A ,n/zl then the adversary tells us that a 
is smaller than all the elements of B; otherwise it is bigger than all elements of B. 
Assume that such a comparison is charged as one comparison only. Then at most 
half of the elements of A may be determined as not being the median, but still there is 
an uncertainty about the other half. Moreover, nothing is known about the relative 
sizes of this other half and the elements of B. In this way, one comparison may 
reduce the size of the problem by at most a half, thus proving the desired result. 
Applying this observation to the distributive case shows that at least log, n 
communications are required independent of whether there are repeated elements or 
not. 
Another question related to the problem of communication complexity is what 
happens if more than one element at a time may be exchanged between PA and PB. 
Then, as can easily be verified, as a result of one exchange of k numbers the size of A 
and B may be reduced by a factor of k + 1. Therefore, the total number of exchanges 
becomes log, + 1 n rather than log, n. 
The algorithm given above may be implemented on a single processor. Then it may 
be considered as a recursive algorithm. As such it has the following formula charac- 
terizing the time complexity: 
f(2n) = 3f(n) + 2n, 
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where 3f(n) is the sum of the times required to find the medians of A and B, and the 
time required to find the distributive median of the reduced A and B. Partitioning A 
and B takes 2n units of time. The solution to this formula is O(nrog2 “). We see that 
the algorithm is not linear when considered as a nondistributive algorithm and 
therefore is not optimal. Notice that the cost of the partitioning operations is only 
linear and thus could be discarded without introducing any significant improvement. 
4. CONCLUSION 
As discussed above, the definition of the distributive median does not follow 
directly from the definition of the standard median. The algorithm for solving it is 
optimal up to a constant factor. However, its generalization to an unbounded number 
of processes is not linear, and therefore it is not clear whether it is optimal. An 
interesting question is how to design the communication links between processes so 
that the communication complexity is reduced. A simple approach is to use the divide 
and conquer technique which uses a communication graph with a tree structure. In 
general, it seems that other communication graphs may leads to better algorithms for 
certain problems. 
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